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ABSTRACT
This Review describes the rationale for the use of cervical
pessaries to prevent spontaneous preterm birth and
their gradual introduction into clinical practice, discusses
technical aspects of the more commonly used designs and
provides guidance for their use and future evaluation.
Possible advantages of cervical pessaries include the easy,
‘one-off’ application, good side-effect profile, good patient
tolerance and relatively low cost compared with current
alternatives. Use of transvaginal sonography to assess
cervical length in the second trimester allows much better
selection of patients who may benefit from the use of a
cervical pessary, but future clinical trials are needed to
establish clearly the role of pessaries as a preterm birth
prevention strategy worldwide.  2013 The Authors.
Ultrasound in Obstetrics & Gynecology published by
John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of the International
Society of Ultrasound in Obstetrics and Gynecology.

INTRODUCTION
Spontaneous preterm birth (SPTB) is a syndrome with
many causes1,2 . Twenty years ago, Romero et al.3
proposed stratification of the pathophysiology of SPTB
into uterine factors, decidual membrane activation and
precocious cervical ripening. However, despite much
research into the etiology of the condition, the rate of
SPTB has increased annually and it is regarded as a global
healthcare burden4 – 6 .
For centuries, vaginal pessaries have been used to
treat uterine or vaginal vault prolapse. Although most
gynecologists have received no training in pessary fitting
and management, 86% of them nonetheless prescribe
pessaries for this indication in the USA7 and their use is
still emphasized in papers on the management of such

conditions8 . Different pessary designs originally used for
the treatment of genital prolapse have also been used
sporadically for prevention of SPTB, but this has not
been promoted actively by academic leaders of opinion or
evaluated formally in a research setting until very recently.

DEVELOPMENT OF CONCEPTS OF
PESSARY TREATMENT FOR PREVENTION
OF SPTB
Why design a pessary to prevent SPTB?
Early reports on the use of pessaries for the prevention of
SPTB used models originally designed to treat genital
prolapse (Figure 1a). In 1959, Cross described his
experience using a ring pessary in 13 patients with either
a history of cervical lacerations, cervical incompetence
or uterus didelphus9 , as cited by Dharan and Ludmir10 .
Vitsky described the use of a Hodge pessary in seven
patients and in a further 14 of his colleagues’ patients,
postulating that the reduction of pressure on the internal
os prevented the protrusion of membranes11,12 . He also
suggested that a pessary might change the inclination of
the cervical canal and compress the cervix, but this was
never tested and, considering the large openings of the
Hodge and ring pessaries, this does not seem likely. Oster
and Javert also used a Hodge pessary in 29 patients with
‘cervical incompetence’ defined by different criteria13 ,
arguing that treatment with a pessary would be superior
to surgical cerclage due to the reduced risk of bleeding
or maternal sepsis13 . Even a donut pessary has been used
with the intention of preventing SPTB (R. Romero, pers.
comm.). However, it is likely that the donut pessary can
be used effectively to treat only genital prolapse, and not
cervical incompetence, since the inner opening is too small
to enclose or to incline the cervix (Figure 1a).
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Figure 1 Different models of pessaries used to prevent spontaneous
preterm birth. (a) Ring pessary (top left), Hodge pessary (top right)
and donut pessary (bottom left), all originally designed to prevent
genital prolapse or uterine retroflexion, and butterfly-shaped
pessary to support the cervix according to Jorde and Hamann
(bottom right). (b) Arabin cervical pessary, designed to enclose,
incline and possibly rotate the cervix as high as possible.

Pessaries designed specifically for pregnant women
emanated mainly from East European countries. Jiratko
et al. described a ‘Mayer ring pessary’ made of organic
glass14 . In 1978, Jorde and Hamann in East Germany
developed a pessary that was supposed to surround the
remaining cervix within a butterfly-shaped design, with
a larger diameter towards the sacrum and a smaller
diameter towards the symphysis (Figure 1a)15 . It was
made originally of plastic and eventually of silicone and
was compared in two randomized controlled trials (RCT)
with either surgical cerclage or no intervention16,17 .
However, since the authors used unclear selection criteria
or inadequate methodology for randomization, these
studies were not considered eligible for inclusion in the
Cochrane review entitled ‘Cervical pessary for preventing
preterm birth’18 . In addition, up until the present day,
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patients who receive this pessary complain about stiffness
and pain during insertion and during therapy (N. Sakvarelidze, pers. comm.), while others refuse this model,
being aware of the alternatives (J. Jani, pers. comm.).
In the late 1970s, Hans Arabin in West Germany
designed a round cone-shaped pessary made of flexible silicone. Its dome-like design resembled the vaginal
fornix, with the aim of surrounding the cervix as close as
possible to the internal os (Figure 1b)19 . The smaller, proximal, inner opening within the flattened surface should be
directed towards the cervix, whereas the wider, distal ring
stayed within the vagina. The Arabin pessary was designed
with the intention not only to support and compress,
but also to incline the cervix and possibly rotate it more
towards the sacrum. Originally , the described effects were
suggested by clinical examination and by transabdominal
sonography (TAS) (Figure 2). Only later was transvaginal
sonography performed to visualize the reduction or at
least stabilization of cervical funneling after placement of
a pessary in selected patients (Figure 3)19 – 21 . The design
of this pessary was first published in a book chapter by
Kubli and Arabin with the following short comment: ‘Pessaries have the advantage that anesthesia can be avoided
and that insertion or removal are easy, but there are up
to now no controlled trials to prove their effectiveness.’22
In 1990, Quaas et al.23 reported an observational study
of 107 patients, in whom a perforated Arabin pessary was
used instead of surgical cerclage as a prophylactic or therapeutic treatment and even as emergency intervention. In
92% of the women, the pregnancy was maintained until
36 weeks of gestation and there were no complications.
A full description of the pessary by H. Arabin, in a book
chapter that reviewed various pessary treatments, was
published in 1991, regrettably only after the death of
the author19 . Since at that time TVS had not yet been
introduced into routine clinical practice, TAS in patients
with a full bladder was used to visualize the pessary. It
was suggested that the distal cervix seemed somehow
more attached after pessary placement and that funneling
was reduced (Figure 2). Subsequently, several relatively
small case series have described the effect of the Arabin
pessary23 – 27 . Acharya et al. even demonstrated clinical
images in emergency situations in patients with a dilated
external os in whom the pessary caused closure of the
cervix24 . Two reviews10,28 and one Cochrane review18
summarized the early studies on the effect of cervical
pessaries during pregnancy, which were conducted before
RCTs had been finalized.

What are possible mechanisms in the prevention of
SPTB?
There are several hypotheses regarding how the Arabin
pessary might help to prevent SPTB and possibly
preterm premature rupture of membranes (PPROM),
as suggested in the first RCT of its use29 . Clinical and
ultrasound examinations have suggested that the pessary
encompasses the cervix and changes the inclination of
the cervical canal relative to the uterus20,21 . This was
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Figure 3 Transvaginal sonography of a cervix with U-shaped
complete funneling and sludge in a nulliparous patient at 24 weeks’
gestation before (a) and after (b) pessary placement (proximal inner
diameter 35 mm, height 21 mm, distal outer diameter 65 mm),
showing closer attachment, which suggests normal cervical gland
area after placement of pessary. The patient delivered at 37 weeks
after pessary removal.

Figure 2 Historic transabdominal sonographic images from 1988,
article by H. Arabin19 on pessary treatment, in a patient with full
bladder, showing a cervix with funneling (arrow) before (a) and
after (b) pessary placement. The pessary appears as a shadow
around the cervical tissue and there is apparently reduction of
funneling and closer attachment of the remaining cervix following
placement. Images reproduced from Arabin19 with kind permission
from Thieme (1991 Georg Thieme Verlag KG).

demonstrated more systematically and objectively in an
observational study using magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), which showed that placement of a pessary led to
a more acute uterocervical angle and that this persisted
as long as the pessary remained in situ30 . This change
might prevent direct pressure on the membranes at the
level of internal cervical os and on the cervix itself. It is
possible that the weight of the uterus is thereby directed
more towards the lower anterior uterine segment.

In addition, the pessary might prevent further opening
of the internal os, which is frequently associated with
dissociation of amnion and chorion, particularly when
the pregnant woman is upright31 . It is recognized that the
fetal membranes are susceptible to mechanical stress and
interrelated lesions from infection and inflammation, with
the degree of susceptibility depending partly on genetic
disposition32,33 . The impact of a purely mechanical
device may therefore vary between different populations
or individual patients with clinical manifestations of
premature cervical ripening.
Another hypothesis is that the pessary protects the
cervical mucus plug. This may be achieved through the
pessary supporting the attachment of the remaining cervical tissue. Clinical findings and more recent proteomic
studies have suggested that the cervical mucus plug
plays an important role in the maintenance of pregnancy
by protecting the intrauterine cavity from ascending
infection and by its resolution inducing parturition34,35 .
Clinical examinations have suggested that the longer
the pessary stays in place during gestation, the greater
chance there is that the cervix will appear to develop some
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degree of thickening or edema – at least in some patients.
More objectively, this has now been confirmed using
MRI30 .
It has also been proposed that the pessary might
diminish the Ferguson reflex (A. Baschat, pers. comm.),
which is a positive feedback loop whereby pressure
on the cervix or vaginal walls is communicated to the
hypothalamus and pituitary glands, causing oxytocin
release and thus further contractions36 .

biopsy) and in the second or third trimester in patients
without significant cervical funneling. In patients with an
edematous wide cervix and U- or wider V-shaped cervical funneling, a proximal inner diameter of 35 mm is
proposed to avoid pressure on the membranes and to minimize prostaglandin release during placement (Figure 3).
In women of smaller build and in primigravidae, a
distal outer diameter of 65 mm is sufficient for the pessary
to stay within the vagina. A distal diameter of 70 mm is
chosen in taller patients or parous women. Smaller heights
of 17–21 mm are usually applied to minimize side effects
when a pessary is indicated early in singleton pregnancies,
while pessaries with a greater height of 25 mm are chosen
in patients with uterine extension (multiple pregnancies,
polyhydramnios), or even of 30 mm in patients with
symptoms of uterine prolapse during pregnancy. It is
likely that pessaries with a larger surface area are associated with more complaints of intermittent discharge, since
more fluid might accumulate behind the pessary. Our suggestions regarding choice of pessary size according to the
characteristics of the patient are summarized in Table 1.

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
What pessary size should be used?
Different sizes of pessary are available to allow better
adaptation to the patient’s individual characteristics, and
the exact choice of pessary is determined according
to pragmatic criteria. Perforations within the silicone
allow release of vaginal discharge, which may accumulate
between the pessary and the upper fornix of the vagina.
The proximal inner diameter of Arabin pessaries now in
use varies between 32 and 35 mm and the outer distal
diameter between 65 and 70 mm. There is also variation
in the height of the pessary (17, 21, 25, 30 mm), allowing
the choice of pessary to take into account the uterine size
and, eventually, the degree of prolapse.
In general, a proximal inner diameter of 32 mm is
sufficiently wide to surround the cervix without risking
lacerations. A diameter of 32 mm is used if the pessary
is applied in the first trimester (e.g. after radical cone

How should the pessary be inserted?
The cervix should be examined by TVS and the results
of cervical length measurement, evaluation of funneling
and any specific tests used in different settings, such
as assessment of fibronectin or interleukins, should be
documented. For pragmatic reasons, it is advisable to
take vaginal/cervical swabs before placement and to treat

Table 1 Proposed sizes of the Arabin pessary for different clinical situations
Proximal inner diameter
Clinical situation & results from TVS
Short cervix 2nd trimester
Singleton
No or Y-shaped funneling
Nulliparous
Parous
V- or U-shaped funneling
Nulliparous
Parous
Twins
No funneling
Nulliparous
Parous
V- or U-shaped funneling
Nulliparous
Parous
Short cervix (e.g. after cone biopsy) 1st trimester
Singleton
Nulliparous
Parous
Twins
Nulliparous
Parous
Additional signs of ‘prolapse’ in any patient
Nulliparous
Parous

32 mm

35 mm

Distal outer diameter
65 mm

√

√
√
√
√
√
√

√

√
√
√

√

√
√

√

√
√

√
√
√

√

70 mm

Height
17 mm 21 mm 25 mm 30 mm

√

√
√

√

√
√

√

√
√

√

√
√

√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√

Definition of ‘short cervix’ is relative and centile values specific for gestational age and different populations are preferred for definition of
cut-off values. TVS, transvaginal sonography.
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positive results according to local protocols for patients
without a pessary29 . There is usually no need to use
anesthesia or analgesia or to wait for the results of the
swabs before pessary placement.
The pessary is covered with antibacterial cream, gel or
fluid to provide lubrication for easier fitting. The pessary
is then squeezed between thumb and fingers and introduced longitudinally into the introitus. Within the vagina
the pessary is unfolded, so that the smaller inner ring is
directed upwards towards the cervix. The proximal part of
the pessary’s dome is carefully pushed towards the upper
fornix until the cervix is completely surrounded, and the
anterior part of the pessary is then pressed slightly towards
the sacrum. It is advisable to ask the patient to stand up
and walk a few steps after insertion, and to enquire about
any sensations – the inserted pessary should no longer be
‘felt’ by the patient. Some patients even report some relief
of pressure sensations. If a patient complains of any discomfort, either the size or position of the pessary should
be reconsidered. Thereafter, the patient should be examined again, by either clinical or sonographic evaluation or
both, to reconfirm that the complete cervix is protruding
through the proximal inner ring. A speculum examination
may be indicated in a few patients, for reassurance.
In patients with complete cervical funneling, extensive
digital examinations should be avoided if possible.

How and when should the pessary be changed or
removed?
On a routine basis, the pessary is removed at around
37 weeks. Before removal it is advisable to ensure that the
cervix is pushed back through the inner ring of the dome
of the pessary. When there are signs of cervical edema, the
woman should be informed that removal may be painful.
There are a few indications for removal and reinsertion
of the pessary. If a woman complains of discomfort
or minor bleeding, a speculum examination or even a
cervical smear should be performed, to exclude erosions
and lacerations. It might be advisable to remove and clean
the pessary with running water and reinsert it if there are
no suspicious findings.
The pessary should always be removed when there
are signs of imminent delivery, and removal must not
be forgotten in patients admitted in labor or undergoing
Cesarean delivery. We have reported a case in which
the pessary was not removed until an advanced stage
of labor, resulting in the loss of a small ring of cervical
tissue shortly after delivery20 . Severe contractions should
indicate removal of a pessary in order to avoid increasing
pressure on the cervix, with the associated risk of lesions
or venous congestion.
In the case of PPROM confirmed by biochemical testing
and ultrasound, the pessary may only stay in place when
chorioamnionitis can be ruled out confidently and uterine
contractions are not present, particularly at an early
gestational age. In the RCT conducted by Goya et al.29 , the
pessary was left in place in women with PPROM without
signs of contractions or chorioamnionitis. The opening of

the pessary allows fluid to pass; however, if there are any
additional risk factors for infection, we advise removal.

CLINICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The following recommendations are based primarily on
consensus and the expert opinion of those who have
long-term experience with the Arabin pessary, as there
is limited scientific evidence. Our intention was not to
produce guidelines and, therefore, we have not formally
graded our recommendations and the evidence that
underpins them. Such work is yet to be done and will
be facilitated as new evidence emerges, including more
formally conducted systematic reviews37 .

What are possible indications for pessary use?
The question as to whether universal TVS screening
should be implemented for all singleton pregnancies
remains hotly debated. Since several RCTs and a
subsequent meta-analysis have demonstrated that vaginal
progesterone can effectively reduce the rate of SPTB
due to short cervical length38 – 40 , this discussion has
gathered significant momentum. Whereas in the eyes of
many ‘to do nothing is not any longer an option’41 ,
the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
and a Cochrane review acknowledge concerns regarding
both quality assurance and the risk of unnecessary
intervention in singleton pregnancies without a history of
SPTB42,43 . Some obstetricians claim the cost-effectiveness
of a universal ‘screen and treat’ policy41 , but for most
healthcare systems a high-quality screening program
using mid-trimester ultrasound to detect short cervical
length may be prohibitively expensive42,43 . The emphasis
on quality assurance of any such program is critically
important. In the context of nuchal translucency scanning,
Nicolaides demanded that ‘care givers should be trained,
and their results should be subjected to external quality
assurance’44 . The same, therefore, should apply for
measurement of cervical length by TVS, and even more so
for interventions such as pessary application.
Goya et al.29 reported the first multicenter RCT on
pessary use in unselected women screened by TVS and
showed that in women with a short cervical length
(< 25 mm) between 18 and 22 weeks the pessary reduced
the rate of poor outcome and prolonged pregnancy
compared with controls. In their study, 385 women
were randomized to receive a pessary (n = 192) or
expectant management (n = 193). Women with a major
fetal abnormality, painful regular uterine contractions,
active vaginal bleeding, ruptured membranes, placenta
previa or a history of cone biopsy or cervical cerclage
in situ were not included. In the pessary group, there
were fewer births before 34 weeks (6% vs 27%; relative
risk (RR), 0.24; 95% CI, 0.13–0.43), before 37 weeks
(22% vs 59%; RR, 0.36; 95% CI, 0.27–0.49) and before
28 weeks (2% vs 8%; RR, 0.25; CI, 0.09–0.73), with a
significant difference in the occurrence of composite poor
neonatal outcome.
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In a smaller RCT, 108 Asian women with a singleton
pregnancy and a cervical length < 25 mm at routine
second-trimester TVS were randomized to a pessary
(n = 53) and a control (n = 55) group. Women with a
major fetal abnormality, surgical cerclage in the current
or a previous pregnancy, presence of cervical dilatation,
painful uterine contractions, PPROM or even a history of
cervical incompetence were excluded. The investigators
attempted to blind the patients to their assigned treatment
group by simulating the insertion of a pessary in controls.
The mean gestational age at delivery was 38.1 weeks in the
pessary group compared with 37.8 weeks in the expectant
management group, with no significant differences in the
rates of delivey before 28, 34 or 37 weeks45 .
Assuming that, for the foreseeable future, cervical TVS
of low-risk women will remain largely sporadic and
confined to research settings or high-resource countries,
relatively few women will present with a short cervix as
the only indication for cervical pessary (or progesterone
or both). At present, there seems to be no alternative but
to manage them in the same way in which we manage
women in whom the indication for TVS and any following
treatment is previous history or cervical surgery.
Singleton pregnancy with a history of SPTB and cervical
shortening
It seems appropriate to perform TVS as early as possible
in this group, since the same cut off-values used before
20 weeks have a higher likelihood ratio for SPTB than
they do later in gestation46 . The use of centiles or Z-scores
instead of fixed cut-off values allows the individual course
of precocious cervical ripening to be followed47 . However,
as yet, no RCT has compared the effect of the cervical pessary with that of cerclage or progestogens. Alfirevic et al.48
compared retrospectively three cohorts of women with
previous SPTB < 34 weeks and short cervix treated with
cerclage (n = 142), vaginal progesterone (n = 59) or a pessary (n = 42). There were no significant differences in rates
of perinatal loss, neonatal morbidity or SPTB, apart from
a higher rate of SPTB before 34 weeks’ gestation in the
vaginal progesterone vs pessary groups. It was concluded
that randomized comparisons of these three management
strategies, or combinations thereof, are needed to determine the optimal management of these women49 . Possible
advantages of a pessary may be that it can be inserted
at a later gestational age, when cerclage is no longer
performed, or after an unsuccessful cervical cerclage.
Twin pregnancy
In a pilot case–control study in which, for the first time,
pessaries were applied on the basis of TVS findings, it was
suggested that the pessary could significantly reduce SPTB
in twin pregnancies with a short cervical length20 . Twentythree women with a short cervical length < 25 mm before
24 weeks and expectant management were matched with
23 women treated with pessary. The mean gestational
age at delivery was 35 + 6 weeks in the pessary group and
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33 + 2 weeks in the control group (P = 0.02). Another
pilot study suggested a significant reduction of SPTB
in monochorionic twin pregnancies with short cervical
length (< 25 mm) in which a pessary was inserted following laser treatment for twin–twin transfusion syndrome,
with a median gestational age at delivery 4 weeks later
than that in comparable historic controls50 . However, the
sample size in both groups was very small (n = 8). Both
pilot studies concluded that RCTs would be necessary to
evaluate the effectiveness of pessaries in twin pregnancy.
Such trials are particularly important given that there is as
yet no firm evidence that either 17-hydroxyprogesterone
caproate, vaginal progesterone or cerclage has a beneficial
effect in prolonging twin gestation; in fact, they might
even have an adverse impact51 – 54 .
An RCT was recently completed in The Netherlands
in which 403 women with multiple pregnancy who
were treated with a pessary were compared with 410
women managed expectantly. In unselected women with
a dichorionic twin pregnancy, prophylactic use of the
pessary did not reduce poor perinatal outcome. However,
in a subgroup analysis among women with a cervical
length < 25th percentile before 20 weeks (38 mm), the
incidence of poor neonatal outcomes was 12% (9/78) for
the pessary group and 29% (16/55) for the no-pessary
group (RR, 0.40; 95% CI, 0.19–0.83). This was accompanied by a significantly reduced rate of delivery before
32 weeks (14% vs 29%; RR, 0.49; 95% CI, 0.24–0.97)
and of neonatal mortality (child level) before discharge
(2% vs 15%; RR, 0.13; 95% CI, 0.03–0.60)55,56 . This
Dutch trial will be followed by an implementation
study in The Netherlands, in which women with twin
pregnancy and a cervical length < 38 mm before 20 weeks
will receive a pessary and the outcome will be compared
to that of a previous expectantly managed cohort (B.W.
Mol et al., pers. comm.).
Patients with a previous large cone biopsy
This group of women tend to be referred early in
pregnancy. A healthy cervix consists of around 30%
smooth muscle tissue at the internal os, but only 6% at
the external os57 . Consequently, a radical cone biopsy
removes the collagen-rich part of the cervix, compromising its integrity. There is a significant association
between a large loop excision procedure and the risk of
subsequent SPTB, although no significant association was
found in one study when the comparison was adjusted
for possible confounding factors using a cohort of women
who underwent biopsy during colposcopy after having
given birth58 . It is, however, probable that the risk is
higher after deep conization or repeated treatment in
patients at high risk for invasive cancer59 .
Until now, both prophylactic and emergency cerclage
procedures have been found to fail to reduce the
rate of SPTB in this group of patients60 – 62 . For this
reason a cervical pessary, possibly combined with vaginal
progesterone, may be an option, as demonstrated in an
observational pilot study63 in which 12 women with one
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or more previous surgical conizations and a cervical length
of 6–36 mm were treated with a pessary, and additional
progesterone if the cervical length was < 15 mm. The
mean gestational age at delivery was 37 + 6 (range,
33–41) weeks and the mean interval from insertion to
delivery was 181 (range, 84–219) days or 24 + 2 weeks.

unless there are indications for removal (see above). The
patient should be advised to see her physician in case of
discomfort, painful contractions, bleeding or suspicion
of PPROM. Once appropriate placement of the pessary
is confirmed, regular vaginal assessments either by digital
examination, speculum or ultrasound are not necessary
unless the findings could influence further management.

What are the contraindications?
Contraindications include the presence of lethal fetal
abnormality, suspicion of chorioamnionitis, ballooning
of membranes outside the cervix into the vagina and
painful, regular uterine contractions. In patients with
uterus bicollis (i.e. two cervices) fitting of a pessary is
problematic. In pregnant women with mild or moderate
prolapse, the cervical pessary might release the feeling of
discomfort and pressure pain; however, in women with
severe prolapse during pregnancy, there is a small risk
of uterine prolapse through the opening of the pessary.
In the author’s (B.A.) experience, this happened once in
20 years; there were no signs of incarceration and the
cervical pessary was cut, removed and replaced with a
pessary designed for genital vault prolapse.

MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS WITH
PESSARY IN SITU
What information should be provided to women?
It is important to inform women and their healthcare
providers regarding up-to-date study results and the certification status of pessaries. The Arabin pessary is certified
for the prevention of SPTB in countries of the European Union (Identification number: MED/CERT0482
EN ISO13485 Council directive 93/42/EEC concerning
medical devices), Scandinavia, the Russian Federation,
Indonesia and the Arabian Emirates. In other countries,
physicians should obtain information from the Medical
Boards to determine whether the Conformité Européenne
(CE) certification is acknowledged or whether patients
have to be informed about off-label use until the treatment
is accepted by the local authorities.
Women and their care providers have to be informed
about the possibility of vaginal discharge and it should be
explained that this is due to collection of fluid behind the
pessary, which is released incidentally. This should not be
mistaken for either PPROM or cervical infection and is
no reason to discontinue the use of a pessary. Intercourse
is not generally contraindicated and reported rates were
similar in the study and control groups of the RCT by
Goya et al.29 .
It is advisable to confirm appropriate placement by
clinical and sonographic examination after insertion of a
pessary. In case of displacement, which may depend on
operator experience and skill in selection and placement
of the pessary and may vary between different populations, it should be refitted, possibly with the help of a
speculum examination, or another size should be chosen.
The pessary should stay in place until around 37 weeks

Should a patient with a pessary be hospitalized?
Women in whom a pessary is indicated only due to cervical
shortening, without contractions or other comorbidity,
are usually not hospitalized, particularly if the social
conditions at home allow restriction of physical activities
in a supportive environment. In fact, treatment with a
pessary can additionally reassure patients and encourage
them to stay at home instead of being hospitalized. With
early cervical shortening and/or additional risk factors
such as sludge, severe funneling, membrane dissociation
or even some degree of external dilatation, it is prudent
to admit the patient initially and follow the course of
clinical symptoms and the cervical appearance by TVS
according to the technique described by Goya et al.21 .

Can additional medication be applied?
There are no contraindications for the use of additional
medication such as indomethacin, antibiotics or vaginal
progesterone. The decision regarding whether to use
any such treatment before, during or after pessary
placement depends on the clinical situation and is based
on anecdotal evidence and clinical observations, rather
than on prospective studies.
In patients with a singleton pregnancy and a history
of SPTB, prophylactic intramuscular treatment with 17hydroxyprogesterone caproate has been associated with
a significant reduction in the rate of SPTB. In the USA, it
has been advised to perform a cerclage if these patients
demonstrate subsequent cervical shortening64 . It might
be an option to use a cervical pessary instead, but good
comparative data are lacking.
In patients with a singleton pregnancy and a short
cervical length a cervical pessary may be the first choice. If
follow-up TVS demonstrates further significant shortening, additional vaginal progesterone may be considered.
The alternative approach is to start with vaginal progesterone and eventually also insert a pessary at follow-up
examination, or even to indicate both simultaneously in
patients with a cervical length < 15 or 20 mm.
In selected patients with extreme funneling and no
inner cervical length, but sufficient external cervical tissue,
indomethacin and possibly vaginal progesterone may be
used for 24–48 hours before pessary insertion, and the
patient placed in Trendelenburg position. This is intended
to reduce amniotic fluid volume, pressure on the internal
os and prostaglandin release before insertion of a pessary,
and the interval allows the application of corticosteroids
and exclusion of the possibility of early labor or rapidly
progressing chorioamnionitis.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER
RESEARCH
In high-resource settings, in which TVS of the cervix
is readily available, the indication for a pessary should
be based on cervical length. Nevertheless, a short midtrimester cervical length does not tell the whole story65 .
New technologies such as ultrasound-derived elastography may help to evaluate tissue hydration, collagen structure and tissue elasticity and possibly become clinically
useful to indicate and monitor specific interventions66,67 .
This could give us an opportunity to evaluate possible
effects of the pessary on stabilization of the collagen
tissue and the extracellular matrix. The extent to which
the tilting or compression of the cervix has a preventive
effect for SPTB and whether the cervical mucus is
preserved in patients with a pessary remains to be
established.
It might be more vision than reality to anticipate an
individualized approach in the decisions regarding the
best possible treatment for a ‘malfunctioning’ cervix.
The new insights obtained by metabolic profiling and
genetic studies of maternal and fetal candidate genes
for SPTB and PPROM are exciting33,68 . We are looking
forward to the time when progressive changes in
cervical length, the presence of sludge, concomitant
clinical symptoms and findings of vaginal swabs, cervical
fibronectin and placenta-derived biomarkers in maternal
blood will play a role in deciding whether pessary,
progesterone, cerclage or some other novel therapy is
the most appropriate treatment strategy for an individual
patient.
In developing countries, on the other hand, there
is an urgent need for low-cost, low-tech preventative
interventions that can be applied easily by various
types of community health practitioner. At this stage,
pessaries should only be administered within randomized
or carefully planned and monitored population-based
studies. If TVS is not available, other methods to measure
cervical length could be considered69,70 .
Ultimately, it is difficult to see how we can establish
the definitive lack or presence of evidence supporting
pessary use without properly conducted randomized
studies that include long-term follow-up of children
exposed to antenatal preventative strategies for SPTB.
It is rewarding to see that our research community has
embraced this methodology, including individual patient
meta-analysis71 . However, there is a long way go. We do
not collect the same demographic data, do not use the
same definitions for key clinical outcomes and remain
reluctant to share study data for all sorts of reasons.
Usually, there is no funding for long-term follow-up and,
even when there is, the methodology used varies far too
much between studies.
We all agree that the best answers to clinical problems
will come from large international collaboration and,
increasingly, our funders, both public and industry, are
prepared to listen. Whether we can all speak with one
voice, only time will tell.
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